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ARTHRODIRAN ANATOMY 

T HE classification used by E. Stensio in his recently 
published Anatomical Studies on the Arthrodiran 

Head* differs from that in present-day text-books. 
Stensio, like Jarvik, joins the Placodermata with tho 
Elasmobranchii in a class "Elasmobranchiomorphi". 
The Placodermata contain the super orders Arthrodira 
and Holocephali, tho former including Gross's Euarthro
dira (Arthrodira of Woodward) and the Antiarchi. 
Stensio is in agreement with the cogent arguments of 
0rvig for relating tho Euarthrodiran order of Ptyctodon
tids with tho modern Chim::eras-"ovorything decidedly 
goes to prove that the Holoccphalans are derived from 
early primitive Ptyctodontids and consequently in all 
probability arc tho last survivors of the Arthrodiran 
stock". Evidently, many general zoologists and pal::eon
tologists will be reforring to this work to decide how far 
these opinions are now to be followed. 

The figures and plates of Part 1 are excellently set out 
and thoro arc many beautiful colour-figures. These, the 
work of a great authority, writing on his subject, enable a 
more complete picture of the Euarthrodiran fish to be 
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formed. But in the reconstructions, based largely on 
'serial grindings', comparison is made predominantly 
with the cranial anatomy of modern Elasmobranchs rather 
than with that of Acanthodians, Holocephalans, or early 
Elasmobranchs: this procedure begs the question of 
whether the Elasmobranchs are so closely related to the 
Arthrodires as Stensio believes. Certainly it is difficult to 
accept that these early fishes were so advanced as they 
appear here, for example, in the relations of the profundus 
nerve to the rest of the trigeminal complex. 

The systematic arrangement of tho orders is based on the 
author's views on the evolution of the Arthrodiran pectoral 
fin, although the Dolichothoraci arc treated first in the 
text. Should these views eventually prove to bo mistaken, 
this would detract little from the value of the book. But 
many special features of the Arthrodires, such as tho 
strange and probably primitive arrangement of the pineal 
system, and the evolution, apparently, of autostylic 
jaw-suspensions from a hyostylic one, really need 
authoritative explanatory diagrams rather than extensive 
verbal descriptions. Presumably these will be provided in 
Part 2, which will cover nine orders, including the 
crucial Ptyctodontids, and a summary. Part 1 lacks 
a separate index, so on all counts it is to be hoped 
that Part 2 will appear soon. 

H. P. 'WHITING 

INSPECTION OF ALKALI, ETC., WORKS 

T HB one hundredth rc]JOrt on alkali, etc., works in 
England and Wales for 1963, issued by the Chief 

Inspector*, covers the centenary year of the Alkali Act. 
An interesting feature of the report is the brief account 
appended of the early history of the Act and of the 
Inspectorate. At the end of the year, 2,061 works were 
registered under the Act involving operation of 3,331, but 
the number of registered works was 16 fewer than at the 
end of 1962, and 152 fewer than at the end of 1959. 

The Chief Inspector points out that it is often small 
works, unsuitably placed and surrounded by dwelling
houses, which take up a disproportionately large amount 
of the time of the Inspectorate, and neither the number 
of works nor the scheduled processes registered, nor the 
national statistics for production, can alone provide a 
yard-stick for the hazards. 

During the year, 10,850 visits were paid, including 135 
special visits by the Chief or Deputy Chief Inspector, of 
which 244 were to, or in conncxion with, works not regis
tered under the Act, 43 being concerned with the control 
of radioactive emissions and 43 to, or in connexion 
with, colliery spoilbanks. During the inspections, 3,433 
quantitative analyses were made of gases evolved from 
the processes, compared with 4,331 in 1962. The decreased 
number of tests is largely due to tho absence of any need 
for special investigations at the older works. In addition, 
615 special samples were taken and submitted for analysis 
by the Government Chemist. 

Tho specific complaints investigated, largely at the 
request of tho local authorities, concern some 323 works, 
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256 of which wore registered under the Act. Complaints 
against registered works wore most nmnerous against 
isotope works, ceramic and electricity works, iron and steel 
works, cement works, and aluminium works, the volume 
of complaints against the heavy chemical industry being 
small. 

Commenting on the inclusion in the list of noxious or 
offensive gases under the control of the Inspectorate of 
compounds which cannot by any manner of means be held 
to be toxic, the Chief Inspector points out that toxicity 
is not the full criterion, and that there is the matter of 
general nuisance and of interference with amenities. The 
Chief Inspector also points out that the arrangements for 
visiting tho establishmentsofthe Atomic Energy Authority 
to consider the best practical means for reducing to a 
minimum the emission of radioactive gases, mists and 
dusts, and to make sure that any such discharges are 
regulated so that public health is in no way in danger, 
continue to operate adequately. Satisfactory standards 
continue to be maintained and no public health hazard 
has arisen. The same satisfactory system is being applied 
to the nuclear power stations of the Central Electricity 
Generating Board. 

An interesting point noted regarding the cement
production works is that one of the main factors loading 
to high dust emission when using estuarine clay is the salt 
content. Moreover, the main alkali metal in tho dust is 
not sodium but potassium, which seems to be present 
largely as potassium chloride and can at times be as much 
as half the emission. 

Under the same cover is included the report of the 
Chief Inspector of Alkali, etc., Works (Scotland) for tho 
same year. Under tho Scottish Act 275 works operating 
375 processes are registered, and some 444 visits were 
paid, including 44 joint and independent visits by the 
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